[Commentary] Artificial Intelligence, or Artifact Intelligence? Most AI Is Not Ready for Practice
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Abstract

This commentary emphasizes the limitations of artificial intelligence (AI) in medical diagnosis, highlighting instances of erroneous diagnoses due to inadequate training data and a lack of explainability. It stresses the need for rigorous data curation and the cost implications of developing safe medical AI systems. The authors caution against overenthusiastic adoption of AI in medicine and call for awareness of these limitations among medical professionals and stakeholders, underscoring the importance of a cautious and resource-intensive approach to AI in healthcare.
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Today’s advanced artificial intelligence (AI) models, such as ChatGPT, can beat most of us at the MCAT. However, to protect patients from harm, we must take great care to understand the limitations of AI as a tool for safe medical diagnosis. The major AI models we are familiar with were built with billions in investment and hundreds of thousands of human hours performing safety and accuracy checks. The same is not true of machine learning used in most medical applications branded as “AI.” [1][2][3][4][5] Rather, they were built with inadequate training and on limited datasets, in some cases producing very high false positive error rates in real-world testing.

Over the last decade, numerous peer-reviewed medical journals reported that AI products outperformed humans at tasks such as reading medical images. [1][2][3][4][5] However, more recent attempts to deploy these systems in practice reveal shocking deficiencies that arose because we missed one basic fact: despite the name, AI models are not “intelligent.” They are computer code designed to find correlations between inputs and outcomes. No dermatologist would mistake a benign mole for cancer just because it is marked with a pen, but at least one AI model will reliably do so. [1] No radiologist would base the diagnosis of pneumonia on whether the radiograph was taken by a portable emergency room scanner, but at least one AI product will. [2] In one study, an AI system was making diagnoses based primarily on the type and location of a hospital rather than actual clinical content, [3] identifying hospitals using scanner-specific image noise that humans can neither see nor remove. This system diagnosed pneumonia in the acromion process. Training data used comes mostly from affluent white males, leading to misdiagnoses in females and patients of color, and pneumonia has been found in the acromion process. [2][4]

How could this happen? These AI applications did exactly what we designed them to do: find correlations. But to build a safe and effective AI diagnosis system, medical professionals need to weed out poor-quality, confound-laden data that software companies often use to train these systems, [3] and then demand an AI system that can reveal exactly what image features it is using to make each diagnosis (so-called “Explainable AI”) and repeatedly check that the AI’s decisions are medically meaningful at every stage of product development.

How much does safe medical AI development cost? We can get a hint from large language models such as ChatGPT,
which took years to develop with multi-billion-dollar investments and with feedback between large teams of human expert reviewers and model developers to handle biases and program in safety measures – and they still sometimes fabricate information. The massive monetary investment required to produce safe non-human medical assistants is too often overlooked by overly enthusiastic developers and hospital administrators eager to reduce costs.

As hundreds of articles on AI are published each month (the New England Journal of Medicine even released a journal dedicated to AI advances), editors, reviewers, and readers need to be aware of these pitfalls. These models are not vetted in the same way as those that can ace the MCAT. It is important to remember why medicine was built on randomized trials and not on associational studies: correlation does not equal causation.
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